**COOL RIVER PROGRAM:**
**NEARBY NATURE: SCAVENGER HUNT**

You don't have to go far to explore nature! Nature is all around us!
We challenge you to explore your neighborhood and notice all of the nature you have nearby.

Go for a walk around your neighborhood and see what you can find!
Each time you spot something, you can keep a tally to record how many you find.

Flip the page over to record your observations by writing about or drawing what you observe.

**FALLEN LEAVES** | **PINK FLOWER** | **TREE** | **BUTTERFLY**
---|---|---|---
#: | #: | #: | :#

**BIRD** | **BEE** | **LIZARD** | **WHITE FLOWER**
---|---|---|---
#: | #: | #: | #:#

**YELLOW FLOWER** | **PUDDLE** | **DOG** | **BIRD NEST**
---|---|---|---
#: | #: | #: | #:#

**SQUIRREL** | **SPIDER WEB** | **LADY BUG** | **GRASS**
---|---|---|---
#: | #: | #: | #:#

Flip to the page over write notes or drawings of what you find!

We’d love to hear what you find!
Share your observations with coolriver@sandiegoriver.org!
www.sandiegoriver.org
Did you see anything... cool? pretty? strange? interesting? surprising? Make note of it here!
Record your observations by writing about or drawing what you saw.

We'd love to hear what you find!
Share your observations with coolriver@sandiegoriver.org!
www.sandiegoriver.org